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OUR VISION
OUR MISSION
OUR VALUES
VISION
To be a successful Aboriginal owned service provider and leader in health and wellbeing for the
next forty five years and beyond to one hundred years from now.

MISSION
To lead and deliver on health care, wellbeing and healing care, employment, careers and
advancement for Indigenous people who are keen to work in health; and value for owners, service
users and staff.

VALUES
Cultural
Integrity

We respect Aboriginal cultural distinctiveness and the lived experience
of our patients and staff. We are culturally safe in all that we do

Equity &
Social
Justice

We are inclusive, respect diversity and enable equitable access to
services and opportunities

We act honestly and with fairness

Professionalism
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We are accountable for our actions and always act with
professionalism

Quality
Care

We provide quality care to our patients and our staff

Respect

We respect the different views, experiences, values and priorities of our
patients and staff
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ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
ACKNOWLEDGMENT
TO COUNTRY
The Derbarl Yerrigan Health Service acknowledges the Wadjuk Noongar people as the traditional
owners of the land on which we provide our services. We continue to recognise and celebrate the
spiritual connection that Wadjuk Noongar people have to country and waters and pay our
respects to all Elders, past, present and future.

OUR FUNDERS AND PARTNERS
The Derbarl Yerrigan Health Service works in partnership with our community to deliver cultural
responsive and coordinated primary health care to Aboriginal people living in Noongar country in
metropolitan Perth.
Derbarl thanks the following funders and partners for their ongoing support and assistance in our shared
vision to improve the health and wellbeing of our Aboriginal community:

Commonwealth Department of Health

North Metropolitan Health Service
South West Aboriginal Medical
Services
WA Primary Health Alliance
Western Australian General
Practice Education and Training
Rural Health West
City of Vincent
Dementia Australia
Australian Health Associates
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WA Country Health Services
Institute for Urban Indigenous Health
Lotterywest
Department of Health, WA
Cancer Australia
National Aboriginal Community
Controlled Health Organisation
Aboriginal Health Council of Western
Australia
Thirrili

ou
y
k
n
a
h
T

Uniting Church in the City
City of Perth
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THE STORY OF THE
DERBARL YERRIGAN LOGO
The Derbarl logo was designed by Mr Barry McGuire. It
represents the Swan River winding through our country.
The water is pure and it also represents our healers, the
traditional healers. They have healing hands. The Logo
reflects that our non-Aboriginal doctors are healers with
new modern medicine and gifted people who are able to
heal our people. Derbarl has a combination of both
traditional Noongar healers and Wadjella (white) doctors
who are able to heal as well with modern medicine. Our
Aboriginal healers had hands on methods to heal from
our culture. From the healer’s hands, the pure water
flows and drops in circles to heal our families. The circles
represent all Aboriginal communities around us near the
Swan River; we work together with our people from the
Swan River. Derbarl Yerrigan Health Service is the place of
the long neck turtle. The circles represent the many Perth
community organisations.
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DERBARL YERRIGAN
HEALTH SERVICE
WHO WE ARE?
The Derbarl Yerrigan Health Service is an Aboriginal Community Controlled Health Organisation (ACCHO)
providing culturally responsive primary health care for the Aboriginal population across Perth metro
through four clinics located in East Perth, Mirrabooka, Maddington and Midland.
Derbarl is the largest ACCHO in Western Australian providing care to over 20,000 Aboriginal patients
(17,201 regular patients) and employing 128 staff. Derbarl was established in 1974 as the Perth
Aboriginal Medical Service by its founding members and changed its name in 1998 to the
Derbarl Yerrigan Health Service.
The Derbarl Yerrigan Health Service operates under the Corporations (Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander) Act 2006 (CATSI) and we are known as Derbarl Yerrigan Health Service (DYHS or Derbarl).
Team Derbarl deliver culturally responsive comprehensive primary health services with a focus on
prevention, early intervention, comprehensive care and care coordination (including chronic disease
management) across the life course of Aboriginal people living on Noongar country. Our model targets
the social, emotional, cultural and physical wellbeing of our patients. Derbarl’s Clinical services, health
promotion, cultural safety, membership engagement and community controlled governance are core to
our service. Our service includes an Aboriginal Health Practitioner led model of care under a shared care
approach with Nurses and GPs, integrated with allied health and specialist services, environmental
health, dental services, mental health and social supports with access enabled through transport services
or outreach medical care. Our model is underpinned by a clinical quality-improvement program.

OUR SERVICES
Primary Care
Dental Services
Allied Health
Specialist Clinics
Maternal & Child Health
Social and Emotional Wellbeing
Elders Support
Environmental Health
NDIS Community Connector
Environmental Health
Home Visits
Transport
Patient Liaison and Advocacy
Emergency Relief
Health Promotion
Needle and Syringe Program
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OUR HISTORY

Derbarl Yerrigan would not be where it is today without the New Era
Aboriginal Fellowship (NEAF) Committee, which sprouted in the late 1960s in
order to lobby both to community and government about the dire need for
an independent facility dedicated to Aboriginal health in the Perth
Metropolitan region. Thanks to these passionate Noongar volunteers, the
Perth Aboriginal Medical Service (PAMS) was built on Beaufort Street
in 1974 – only the second Aboriginal Medical Service to exist in Australia
at the time. The service quickly grew from its original five staff up to
40 as demand for services flourished.
In 1998, we relocated to our current, purpose-built facility on Wittenoom
Street in the heart of East Perth. Our name was also changed to Derbarl
Yerrigan Health Service, in reference to the Noongar name for the Swan
River. Our current location is a hub for Aboriginal health, with Yorgum
Aboriginal Services and Wungening Corporation in close proximity.
Derbarl Yerrigan has since expanded to include four successful, busy clinics
in the major hubs of the Metropolitan area, employing 128 staff and
delivering a comprehensive healthcare service and a number of specialised
programs throughout. 47 years from those humble beginnings we are
bigger, better and growing stronger as the Mother organisation
on Noongar Boodja.
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DERBARL
LOCATIONS
Mirrabooka Clinic
14/22 Chesterfield Road
Mirrabooka

East Perth Clinic
156 Wittenoom Street
East Perth

Maddington Clinic
Unit 1-3, 5 Binley Place
Maddington
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Midland Clinic
Suite 8, 6 Centennial Place
Midland
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BOARD OF
DIRECTORS
Derbarl wishes to thank our previous Board of Directors for their contribution during this reporting period.

Francine Eades
Chairperson

Laurence Riley
Deputy Chairperson

Kerry Hunt
Treasurer

Gningala Yarran-Mark
Director

Roger Turvey
Director

Michelle Nelson-Cox
Director

Tim Agius
Independent Director

Paul Case
Independent Director

On 5 November, a majority of the (then) Board of Directors voted to place the Corporation into voluntary
administration under ORIC. On 26 February 2021, Derbarl was returned to Aboriginal Community Control.

Joslyn Eades-Tass - Chairperson
Joslyn is a descendant of the Noongar nation. She was
born on Ballardong country and has custodial ties to the
Wagyl Kaip Southern and South-West Boojarah regions.
Joslyn has a diverse work history committed to
improving opportunities and social justice for her
people. She has worked in leadership and management
positions in the Aboriginal Community Controlled sector
and state and federal Governments.
Joslyn continues to dedicate her career to her people with cultural responsibility and integrity through her
cultural knowledge, wisdom, and community development safety practices in employment, education,
procurement, mental health, justice, and mediation programming in the Perth metropolitan, regional and
remote areas.
Joslyn holds Diplomas in business, management, human resources, project management with a Certificate
IV in Training & Assessment. She is currently studying dual degrees in Bachelor(s) Laws and Arts.
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Professor Sandra Eades
Deputy Chairperson
Sandra Eades, is a proud Noongar woman from Mount Barker,
Western Australia, who has made a significant contribution to
Aboriginal health since completing her medical degree in 1990;
and beginning her early career as a general practitioner at the
former Perth Aboriginal Medical Service (now Derbarl Yerrigan
Health Service Aboriginal Corporation), where she served at
the East Perth and Midland clinics for almost 10 years.
In 2003, Sandra was the first Aboriginal medical practitioner to be awarded a PhD, which investigated the
causal pathways and determinants of health among Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people. She was
named NSW Woman of the Year 2006, which recognised her research contributions to Aboriginal
communities. Professor Eades was the Associate Dean and Professor at the Centre for Epidemiology and
Biostatistics with the University of Melbourne prior to returning to WA in 2019. Since 2019, Professor Eades is
the Dean of Curtin University’s Medical School, and is understood to be Australia’s first appointment of an
Indigenous Dean to a medical school.
Sandra continues to dedicate her career to improving the lives of Aboriginal communities across Australia.

Dr Dan McAullay - Director
Dan McAullay is a member of the Noongar community of the
South West of Western Australia. As a Registered Nurse and
Epidemiologist, he has considerable experience in Aboriginal
health research, policy and practice. He has worked in senior
positions in these areas as well as in the tertiary sector.
Dr McAullay has worked and provided advice to a number of
Government departments and non–Government organisations,
including large research institutes and groups providing advice
to State and Commonwealth Government in the area of health.
Dan has a strong health research track record, with his primary research areas of interest including
maternal, infant and child health, primary health care and other health services research. He holds
postgraduate qualifications at Master and Doctorate levels and currently works as Director, Aboriginal
Research and Director of the Centre for Improving Health Services for Aboriginal Children and Families at
Edith Cowan University. Dan brings governance experience with Government and non-government
organisation to the Derbarl Yerrigan Board of Directors.

Donna Nelson - Director
Donna Nelson is a Njaki Njaki (Ballardong) woman and a
respected member of the Noongar community. Donna has
held a number of senior positions including ATSIC Perth
Noongar Regional Council, Chairperson Swan Education
District Aboriginal Education Council, and Hall & Prior Advisory
Group on Aboriginal Aged Care.
Donna has over 15 years of experience working in child
protection and almost 25 years of experience working with
Aboriginal young people at risk.
Donna is a graduate of the AICD course and has extensive governance and leadership experience.
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Helen Swift
Independent Director
Helen is a skilled Board Director with a 40-year career focused
on policies and services to improve community, socioeconomic and justice outcomes. Born in Adelaide, she worked
in medical research including in the Aṉangu Pitjantjatjara
Yankunytjatjara (APY) lands. She was a senior public servant in
Canberra for many years before becoming an independent
facilitator, executive coach and consultant on organisation
strategy, governance, culture and performance.
Helen has worked across Australia with public service, non-government, university and philanthropic
organisations, including many Aboriginal groups. She is active in the Australian Institute of Company
Directors and has served on several Boards including a women’s health promotion charity. In 2020, she
settled in Perth.
As an Independent Specialist Director, Helen works collaboratively with her Board colleagues and the CEO
to support Derbarl to consolidate and keep growing as an Aboriginal-controlled organisation that
consistently gives the best medical care in culturally safe ways.

Rick Brooks
Independent Director
Rick Brooks has held executive positions across a variety
of organisations and is a trusted adviser to stakeholders.
He is currently General Manager Strategy and Business
Development at Wanslea, Chairperson of Sexual Health
Quarters and part time CEO with On My Feet (an emerging
not-for-profit focused on enabling those experiencing
homelessness to become self-sufficient).
In 2018 Rick led the review of The General Gumala Foundation.
Rick holds qualifications in human resource management and information systems and is a graduate of
the Australian Institute of Company Directors.
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CHAIRPERSON'S
REPORT

Kaya,
We acknowledge our service sits on Noongar
Boodjar and the ancestral lands of the Whadjuk
Noongar people. We pay our deepest respect to
our Elders, past, present and future. We
recognise, respect and value our cultural heritage
and our continued relationship with the land.
The current Derbarl Yerrigan Health Service
Board of Directors were appointed by the Special
Administrators on 25 February 2021 and Derbarl
was returned to Aboriginal Community Control.
Since our appointment, Directors have been
focused on restoring trust to ensure Derbarl’s
long-term sustainable performance for our
community.
On behalf of the Derbarl Yerrigan Health Service I
am proud to present the 2020/21 Annual Report.
Directors have held nine meetings and have also
been appointed to Sub-Committees of the Board
(Governance, Finance Risk & Audit, Research and
Patron Appointment) to manage complex matters
and streamline our governance processes.
In March 2021, three Directors and our CEO
attended a two-day ORIC Governance training
program to understand key aspects of corporate
governance under the CATSI Act. The majority of
Directors are graduates of the Australian Institute
of Company Directors (AICD) program.
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Since being returned to Aboriginal Community
Control, Derbarl has met all reporting
responsibilities to the Office of the Registrar of
Indigenous Corporations (ORIC) .
Financial success
Derbarl’s sound financial management has
continued and we are pleased to report a
$1,034,231 surplus for the year ended 30 June
2021. This surplus will be returned to our services
to support our COVID-19 Immunisation program
and building and equipment upgrades.
This significant result has been achieved with a
continuous and disciplined approach delivering
strong outcomes, despite the impacts of the
pandemic.
Additional funding for growth
Across the reporting year, Derbarl welcomed new
funding for a range of programs and services.
This funding has allowed Derbarl to respond to
an emerging health outbreak in Perth, resume
support programs that had been paused during
the previous year, and provide vital resources to
our community to support mental health and
wellbeing. More detailed information on our
funding programs is provided in our CEO’s
Operational Report and our Financial Reports.
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COVID-19 Safe
The ongoing challenge of keeping our community
safe during the COVID-19 pandemic has tested all
of us as the pandemic continued into its second
year. Derbarl has worked tirelessly to deliver a
culturally safe COVID-19 Immunisation program
to our community. The investment of careful
planning has been vital to achieve our current
and ongoing results across our service, whilst
continuing to provide our primary health care
focus. We encourage our members and clients to
seek qualified health advice in respect to their
Vaccine health concerns for the safety of our
community.
Strategic Direction
In this initial year, the Board has committed to
prioritising key matters to strengthen our
Organisation:
Continuously improving our governance
practices to ensure that they are aligned to
support our programs and services, and meet
our statutory and compliance regulations;
Strengthening our risk management approach
to better support our operations, clients and
patients. Risk management forms a key
strategic priority, as we improve our
identification and escalation protocols to
achieve continuous improvement and deliver
better outcomes for our services and
community.
Ensuring we work culturally and with
transparency, and keep our Noongar culture
at the heart of our services.
Continuing to re-evaluate how we all work in
this period of increasing change and how we
can best support our organisation to manage
change.
Reviewing our Strategic Plan of 2019-2024
and investing in understanding new
opportunities for growth, whilst adapting our
strategies to the challenges and opportunities
within our changing operating environment.
Working collaboratively through the Chief
Executive Officer and Team Derbarl to
prioritise our vaccination program whilst
continuing to grow our primary health
services.
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Appointing a new Patron
Our former Patron, Professor Sandra Eades
stepped down from her role as Patron to serve as
a Director and the Board is currently seeking to
appoint a new Patron in the 2022 year. We look
forward to making this announcement as soon as
possible.
Leadership
The Board has an ongoing focus on ensuring it
has the appropriate diversity of skills, experience
and strategic thinking capabilities that are
required to lead Derbarl.
Transparency and visibility are key words that
describe our actions as we seek to keep a clear
vision of our purpose and to be in line with
Derbarl’s objectives.
We have continued to strengthen our
relationships with our major funding bodies, the
Aboriginal Health Council of WA (AHCWA) and the
National Aboriginal Community Controlled Health
Organisation (NACCHO) and we acknowledge and
thank them for their ongoing support. We
acknowledge the valuable support of our key
stakeholders and partnerships across all of our
services and programs.
There is also a strong belief that as a united
Board we must support our management and
staff so that as a team, we can continue to be our
best to provide the best service to our
community.
Our staff have gone above and beyond to
support our community and on behalf of the
Board of Directors, I thank them for the care and
commitment they’ve shown throughout this
challenging year. We celebrate and acknowledge
our Team Derbarl.

Joslyn
Joslyn Eades-Tass
Chairperson
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NEW
DERBARL
PROGRAMS
Moorditj Kwopa Malyan Respiratory clinics
Elders Connect Program
Child and Maternal Health
Men’s health engagement program with Acacia Prison
Sexual Health
NDIS Care Connector
COVID-19 Immunisation Clinics
Expansion in Health Promotions
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CEO
REPORT
Despite the ongoing challenge of the COVID
pandemic and a three-month period of
administration under the ORIC regulator, Derbarl
continued to deliver a successful year in meeting
national KPIs, patient, service and Medicare
income growth and consolidated our financial
viability. The year also saw tremendous
achievement towards the early stages of
reforming our corporate systems.
In February 2021, after a brief term of special
administration, Derbarl was proudly returned to
Aboriginal community control. The decision taken
by the majority of former Directors to enlist
professional assistance enabled a strengthen
governance structure. I acknowledge our former
Directors for their leadership and welcomed the
renewed leadership of our new Directors.
A number of change management approaches
were implemented throughout the year to
improve Derbarl’s clinical and administrative
effectiveness to optimise patient care and service
delivery. An independent review and consultation
on the Executive Leadership structure was
undertaken, that identified a skilled Business
Services Executive to transform inefficient
corporate functions and restore a leaner
Executive team to ensure Derbarl has the right
systems, controls and structures to be
strategically positioned to meet current
challenges and future opportunities to deliver on
the Derbarl Strategic Plan and other business and
clinical opportunities.
The Executive team was condensed from a team
of six to a manageable team of four. Other
change management initiatives included a
dedicated Child and Maternal Health team to
improve our national KPIs in this area
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Derbarl Chairperson, Joslyn Eades-Tass
Derbarl CEO, Tracey Brand, with
NACCHO Chairperson, Donnella Mills

The Clinical Leadership team was refined to
enable a more focused and manageable
leadership for clinical services with the inclusion
of an integrated health service section. A review
later in the year, informed further changes with
the integrated health services section divided
into two dedicated sections with a focus on
community services and another to focus on
patients with mental health through the
establishment of a SEWB section. The finance
team also underwent changes with the Finance
Manager position incremented to Financial
Controller, and other refinements that enabled a
50D Finance trainee position.
Later in the year, the refreshed Derbarl values
was launched. The values were driven and
informed by staff and embedded in Team
Derbarl. The values of cultural integrity, equity
and social justice, honestly, professionalism,
quality care and respect aim to underpin and
shape how we deliver culturally respectful and
high-quality care and conduct our business. The
values have been well practiced through the
COVID-19 pandemic.
The team implemented a number of new
initiatives to help foster and promote a strong
and positive organisational culture. Two full staff
summits were hosted over the year to strengthen
team Derbarl, recognise staff achievements, keep
teams informed of strategic development and
clinical outcomes and provide an interactive
forum for staff to engage with the CEO and
Executive on improvement measures. The
summit also reintroduced the staff recognition
award initiative.
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Through the establishment of a Social Media
position, Derbarl lifted our social media
presence. The position worked closely with our
Health Promotions teams and developed a suite
of flyers, posters, merchandise and promotional
material and embraced the Derbarl branding.
The quarterly Derbarl Member Newsletter was
revamp with a new layout, with quality content
informing our members and key stakeholders on
Derbarl activities and good news stories.
The Information, Communication and Technology
(ICT) Team focussed on implementing and
bringing in concepts from the Information
Technology Infrastructure to improve our clinical
and corporate efficiency and effectiveness and
ability to strengthened our adaptability to
support flexible work arrangements in times of
lockdown. The improvements also enabled
strengthened security, data storage capabilities
and modernised hardware. We are grateful for
grants received from AHCWA to support our ICT
under COVID19 restrictions. Patients enjoyed
access to wifi connectively enabled in all clinics.
New funding was leveraged to improve our
infrastructure, corporate systems and expand
our model of care. We welcomed new funding to
maintain our focus on sexual health prevention
and treatment in particular the syphilis epidemic.
Complimenting our model of care included an
NDIS Community Connector, outreach support
for our vulnerable Elders and refurbishments in
all clinics. More specialist services were added to
our suite of specialist services delivered at
Derbarl including a pediatric dermatologist,
children’s audiology, women’s health and a
monthly dementia clinic. Other funding included
financial modelling to support a global property
management strategy and a feasibility
consultancy to inform Derbarl’s NDIS and Aged
Care appetite.

Patients become more confident in using
Telehealth services. We maintained our outreach
GP service for our vulnerable patients. Monthly
pandemic planning meetings continued to be
held throughout the year. Our proactive planning
efforts ensured an adequate supply of personal
protective equipment, adaptable practices and an
agile workforce.
In March, we opened our COVID19 immunisation
clinics and offered access to the vaccine across all
our Clinics. This was complimented by a proactive
communications plan and supported by our
Health Promotions Team. Later in the year,
patients were incentivised to encourage more of
our mob to be fully vaccinated to keep our
patients and communities safe.
Our people and culture and finance systems
underwent the first phase of planned reforms.
Efficiencies were achieved in recruitment, a
competitive salary review was undertaken that
brought salaries in line with the health sector,
workforce planning initiatives were undertaken
to address our unique workforce challenges,
particularly during the unprecedented times of
COVID and progress was made in workforce
development. Our Aboriginal employment rose
slightly to 58% and remains an area of focus.
A more coordinated and focused approach was
applied with the Humanforce system
implemented with efficiencies to be achieved
in our onboarding, rostering and recording of
staff attendance. A new integrated HR system
was procured for implementation in the
forthcoming year.

Managing community lock downs imposed under
the Public Health Act was well guided by our
Pandemic Plan. Each lockdown provided an
opportunity to review and strengthen our plan
and was well informed by our local Aboriginal
staff and clinical leads across all Derbarl services.
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A more considered approach was applied to the
management of research partnerships with a
pause momentarily applied while we investigate
a financially viable model to consider research
proposals and partner applications. While the
moratorium was applied, we maintained our
commitment to the existing 24 partnerships with
external research institutions for research in
clinical care, health promotion and disease
prevention, and actions on the social and cultural
determinants of health and wellbeing.
Staff maintained a level of resilience in managing
the unprecedented pandemic, that continued to
test our service response and workforce
adaptability.
I thank all the Clinic staff from across our East
Perth, Mirrabooka, Maddington and Midland
Clinics and our Corporates Team for their
commitment, dedication and resilience. Our
teams continued to achieve impressive outcomes
for our patients and community.
I acknowledge all our key partners, funders,
AHCWA and NACCHO for their leadership,
advocacy and contributions. I extend my
personal thanks to the former and new Board for
their vision and guidance, the Aboriginal Advisory
Committee for providing the cultural governance
and my fellow Executive Directors for their
tremendous leadership and support.
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Tracey

Tracey Brand
Chief Executive Officer
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DERBARL'S
COVID-19
RESPONSE
The Derbarl Yerrigan Health Services' pandemic
response plan, pandemic leadership and
coordination group and alternative model of care
was well recognised across the ACCHO sector.
Thirty new infection control policies and
procedures were embedded in our clinical
practice. An Elder’s connect program and home
visits ensured our patients with significant health
vulnerabilities were cared for during the height of
the pandemic.

In addition, two respiratory clinics were founded
in partnership with the Commonwealth DOH in
the Mirrabooka and Maddington sites. These
clinics provided a culturally responsive model of
care for four months, led by Aboriginal Health
Practitioners and GPs, ensuring respiratory
assessments and COVID-19 swabs were
accessible for Aboriginal people in Perth. In
March, the Respiratory clinics were transitioned
to COVID-19 vaccination clinics.
The health promotion team worked tirelessly
with the doctors and clinicians at each site to
ensure the myths around COVID-19 vaccination
were dispelled. Patient engagement and multiple
health messages on Noongar radio and other
media were established to ensure that Aboriginal
people living in Perth had the opportunity to
access health information which was medically
sound and culturally appropriate.
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In the four month operation of the Moorditj
Kwopa Malyan Respiratory clinics in our
Maddington and Mirrabooka services, 2,362
Respiratory Assessments and 1,940 COVID-19
tests were conducted.

The staff working in these clinics placed their own
health on the front line to service the community
and Derbarl is incredibly proud of our healthcare
heroes. Derbarl commenced the COVID-19
vaccination program and by the end of June had
provided more than 2,000 COVID-19 vaccines.
Derbarl reached 100% staff vaccinations and we
urge the Community to get a COVID-19 jab to
protect yourselves, family, Elders and community.
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DERBARL RECOGNITION
OUR LONGEST SERVING EMPLOYEE
UNCLE ARNOLD YARRAN
Uncle has been instrumental in having respectful
and trusting yarns with patients on one of his
many transport trips; he was transporting a
patient who was supposed to go to Fremantle
Hospital but wanted to go to the airport. The
patient was booked into have a triple bypass and
thanks to Uncle who knew another patient that
had the same procedure and felt better after it;
after sharing this, he managed to have the
patient rethink going to the airport; patient took
his wise advice and went to the hospital to have
the procedure done.
Uncle Arnold Yarran is a proud Noongar man.
He joined the Derbarl Yerrigan Health Services in
September 1991 with the (then) Perth Aboriginal
Medical Service.
His impressive career with Derbarl all started
when he attended the Perth Aboriginal Medical
Service to see a doctor on a Friday morning and
needed a ride home. The doctor told him that the
service was down two drivers and asked if he
would like to drive.
The people person he is, Uncle Arnold agreed to
help the service out and drove the clinic vehicle
that afternoon. He came back to return the car
keys and was asked if he could assist with driving
in the future and did. The rest is history!
Over almost three decades, he has gained trust
from community members, patients and Derbarl
team. Always up for a good yarn, has a good
empathic and caring ear and not shy of
reminding mob to take a level of ownership in
their health and life. He is a fierce advocate for
his co-workers.
Uncle Arnold has been an active health
promotion advocate, encouraging patients to
maintain a healthy life style and regular
checkups. We know when he is yarning with
patients, he might be talking about his beloved
Freo Dockers but will spin that health
message too.
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Uncle Arnold is also integral in providing the
cultural authority to Derbarl. He has been a long
serving member of the Derbarl Aboriginal Staff
Advisory Group and continues to provide the
cultural lens to Derbarl model of care and
service delivery.
Working in Derbarl has been a strong family
bond. His late wife worked alongside him for
many years. She held many positions at Derbarl
including board Director and her commitment is
recognised as a lifetime member of Derbarl.
Uncle Arnold has worked with many great
doctors, clinic nurses, AHP’s and staff and
many CEOs.
He has served generations over the years.
Families with children he transported to hospital,
with those children now grandparents and
continues to support the next generations.
Uncle Arnold has a commendable history of
outstanding commitment to Derbarl, his family
and community. He is well admired and
respected, by his colleagues, patients and
community.
He is a wonderful example of a wise and caring
Elder who has achieved much for Derbarl
and his community.
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DERBARL RECOGNITION
LONG SERVING EMPLOYEE
AUNTY DULCIE DONALDSON
As a Whadjuk/Ballardong cultural advisor, her
cultural leadership is well sought and generously
shared. She has informed improved cultural
safety standards that is enabling more of our
people to confidently access care at the Royal
Perth and King Edward Memorial public
hospitals. With her determination to change the
systemic racism in public hospitals for the
betterment of our people and health outcomes,
she provides the cultural inductions to medical
students from all Universities across Perth on
placement at Derbarl where she emphases the
importance of treating Aboriginal patients with
"compassion, commitment, care and respect”.
Aunty Dulcie Donaldson is a proud Noongar
Woman and traditional Whadjuk/Ballardong
custodian. She joined the Derbarl Yerrigan
Health Services in September 1991 with the
(then) Perth Aboriginal Medical Service.
With a service history of 27 years; she has a
diversified work history in Derbarl from working
in the Derbarl's accounts, payroll, Human
Resources, PA to the CEO before settling in the
clinical team.
Completing Aboriginal Health Worker and Mental
Health training, Aunty Dulcie has been Derbarl’s
Senior Aboriginal Liaison Officer.
Aunty Dulcie’s cultural skills and knowledge is
highly respected and sought. She is an incredible
support to Derbarl’s multi-disciplinary clinical
teams with her cultural knowledge and advice.
Her community knowledge and networks can
locate hard to contact patients for GPs and
recalls. She provides cultural inductions to
students, the cultural leadership to the Derbarl
Pandemic Plan, Chairs the Aboriginal Staff
Advisory Committee and is a fearless advocate
for our Elders.
Dulcie also volunteers her time to work with and
provide meals to our homeless on the streets
at night.
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Aunty Dulcie’s commitment to her people are
demonstrated through her ongoing advocacy to
put her people and connection to culture at the
forefront of improved service access and wisdom
in shaping Derbarl’s culturally responsive and
patient focused pandemic plan. These measures
have kept our community protected from COVID.
She is an advocate with a quiet but influential
approach to the betterment of her community.
Her work has enabled access to health care,
social supports, AOD services, accommodation
supports and provides a helping hand to our
homeless, while also amplifying a voice to
improve their access to services and
accommodation.
Aunty Dulcie is a moorditj role model and
community leader with a caring and
compassionate approach .
Her life is a story of selflessness, commitment,
achievement, admiration, care and cultural
authority. She has a long history of commitment
and achievements in Derbarl and is highly
respected and admired by her colleagues,
patients and community.
Aunty Dulcie is a valued employee and caring
Elder who is devoted to helping her community.
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DERBARL RECOGNITION
AUNTY GAIL YARRAN
50 YEARS AS A REGISTERED NURSE
As both a clinician and an Elder she is a strong
advocate for better health care for her people
and community. She is a tireless advocate for
patients, encourages patients who may not
otherwise engage with mainstream health care,
and says she's always working to build better
awareness of our people's experiences.
Aunty Gail has also been involved in yarning
about women’s health, maternal and child
health, diabetes in a “women’s business” context.
She is well respected by both Aboriginal and nonAboriginal people and health professionals alike,
who call on her wisdom.
On International Nurses Day, we expressed our
gratitude to our dedicated nursing staff, who are
at the forefront of protecting our mob from
COVID-19 and providing incredible clinical care to
our patients. This year we also showcased our
Women’s and Child Health Coordinator, Aunty
Gail Yarran's 50th anniversary working on the
front line as a Registered Nurse.
Aunty Gail Yarran is a Ballardong and Wadjuk
woman and has lived on Noongar country most
her life. For 50 years, Aunty Gail has been a
nurse providing culturally responsive care for her
community. She has worked tirelessly to
overcome prejudice and improve the health of
Aboriginal people.
Aunty Gail commenced her nursing career as the
(then) only Aboriginal Graduate Registered Nurse
at Royal Perth Hospital, where she overcame
many challenges including intergenerational
trauma and institutional racism. Her
commitment to her family and community defied
her determination to succeed.
She has worked across several hospitals
including Royal Perth, Princess Margaret Hospital
and Osborne Park Hospital. For the last 30 years,
Aunty Gail has given back to her community by
working with and for her mob.
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She is fearless in her advice to improve the
experience of our people in the tertiary health
system and sits on advisory councils at Royal
Perth and King Edward Memorial Hospitals. She
was influential in the research projects at
Murdoch University and is a volunteer
Indigenous ambassador for the Heart
Foundation. Aunty Gail has presented at
Universities, and spoken at international, state
and local conferences, always seeking equal
opportunity and parity for her people. In 2020,
she was the guest speaker at the Curtin
University Graduation Ceremony.
At 73 Aunty Gail is a respected Elder in the
Aboriginal community. Despite her age and
standing as an Elder, she still takes Moorditj care
of our mob with her altruistic spirit and
dedication, particularly our expected mums and
bubs.
Aunty Gail is much loved, admired and well
respected, not only in her community, workplace
and amongst her patients, but in hospitals and
the university sector. She is a great example of a
wise and caring Nurse and Elder who continues
to provide culturally responsive care and
advocacy for our patients and community.
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DERBARL RECOGNITION
DERBARL HEALTH CARE HEROS
RECOGNISED WITH AHCWA AWARDS
At the Aboriginal Health Council Western Australia (AHCWA) 2020 and 2021 Conference Awards held in
March, six of our Moorditj health care heroes were recognised with AHCWA Awards for their work and
commitment to improving the health and wellbeing of our mob. Due to COVID restrictions, the 2020
conference was cancelled; 2020 Awards were presented at the 2021 conference.
It was a very proud evening for Derbarl and we congratulate our award winners.
We congratulate:
2020 Youth Achiever - Tahnesha Hayden
2021 Youth Achiever - Cameron Taylor
2020 Contribution by an ACCHS Employee: Margarette Fisher
2021 Contribution by an ACCHS Employee Alvin Edney
2020 Elder in the Community: Aunty Dulcie Donaldson
2021 Elder in the Community: Aunty Jane Jones

The Derbarl Yerrigan Health Service pays our respect to a sister and long-term colleague,
C Barnes who sadly passed away on 4 May after a private and courageous health battle.
C Barnes served 21 years at Derbarl. Her unwavering commitment to improving the
health and wellbeing of our people was well known.

emory Team Derbarl, gives thanks for the life of a committed worker and sister.
M
g
n
i
v
o
The irreplaceable C Barnes, whose legacy will never be extinguished from our thoughts.
In L
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CLINICAL SERVICE
REPORT
17,201

7,541

Regular patients

Health checks

67,812
Episodes of care

3,054

7,757

Visiting patients

Allied health and specialist services

1,117

200

Dental services

Student placements

24

2,894
Telehealth consultations

Quality improvement projects

250
SEWB services
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Clinical Care
Our clinical team delivered another year of
dedicated and selfless front line health services
to ensure optimal health and wellbeing outcomes
for our people living in metropolitan Perth.
Over the year, Derbarl provided care to 17,201
regular clients and 3,054 visiting clients; a 12%
increase from last year.
Our clinical team delivered 67,812 services. Our
episodes of care has increased by 50% in the last
2 years.
In addition to an increase in the number of
episodes of care, quality of care improved. The
team provided 7,541 health checks, representing
a 24% increase from year prior.
Our allied health and specialist services increased
with 7,757 services provided (1465 specialist
services, 1647 podiatry, 2732 counselling, 1274
social worker, 299 chiropractor services).

New Clinical Initiatives and Partnerships
Derbarl hosted more than 200 clinical
placements for students across 6 disciplines
including medicine, nursing and Aboriginal
health practitioner training. An MoU was
established with the Marr Mooditj Training
Aboriginal Corporation to provide clinical
placements and supervision for Aboriginal
Health Practitioner students.
Step down funding for the Elder’s connect
program was secured to maintain services to our
most vulnerable. We acknowledge the Institute
for Urban Indigenous Health (IUIH) and the
South West Aboriginal Medical Service (SWAMS)
for their financial support in enabling us to
deliver our Program. A monthly Elders yarning
group was established to keep our Elders
connected and engaged in their health service.

More patients become confident in accessing
telehealth consultations, with 2,894 telehealth
services provided.
Our Dental Services were again stretched and
unable to meet patient demand with 1,117 dental
services provided. We were fortunate to secure
funding for a third dentist that we hope will meet
patient demand in the forthcoming financial year.
Medicare revenue increased substantially
attributed to enhancements in our model of care
and clinic efficiencies. Medicare revenue
generated was $4,260,564 + $722,800 in revenue
from the respiratory clinics. Revenues are reinvested in primary health care services
and infrastructure.

Derbarl CEO, Tracey Brand and Medical
Director, Dr Richelle Douglas with Marr
Mooditj Training Aboriginal Corporation
CEO, Margaret Quartermaine
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Elders yarning circle

The Maternal and Child Health team was
reformed with a renewed focus on increasing
childhood immunisations, improving antenatal
care and improving access for children with
developmental delays to assessment and
treatment services. The team is working tirelessly
to improve health and life outcomes for our
mums and bubs through a holistic approach and
partnerships with services.
Our suite of specialist clinics was expanded with
the inclusion of a peadiatric dermatologist, a
gynaecologist, a sexual health doctor, a
geriatrician and an aged care assessment nurse.
A partnership was established with HAPEE ears
to provide audiology appointments for our
children, with an expediated system developed
to enable rapid referral to the ENT surgeon and
surgery for children who require it.
Partnership agreements and MoUs were
formalised with Rural Health West, WA Cancer
Council, Perth Children’s Hospital, Dementia
Australia, Telethon Kids Institute, University of
Western Australia, Curtin University, Notre Dame
University, Royal Perth Hospital and other
partners.
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To compliment our monthly Clinical Governance
meetings was the formation of a clinical quality
initiative Sub-Committee and a syphilis working
group.
Derbarl was represented on state and federal
bodies including the Medical Board of Australia,
the Sexual and Reproductive Health Special
interest group of RANZCOG, the W.A. Aboriginal
Advisory Group for COVID-19 response and the
WA Syphilis response group.
More than 24 quality improvement projects were
initiated including routine haemaglobin checks
for children to screen for anaemia, syphilis point
of care testing, and improvement management of
ear health.
A partnership was developed with the Australian
Sexual Health alliance to focus on Hepatitis C
management and treated 50 people for hepatitis
C, curing 58% of the Derbarl cohort of patients
with this diagnosis. We are proud to be leading the
country in the treatment of Hepatitis C in a primary
care setting.
Under a partnership with Dementia Australia,
Derbarl employed a AHP Dementia champion. A
monthly Dementia Clinic was held at Derbarl with
the AHP Dementia champion working with the
geriatrician, ACAT nurse and Elder’s connect
group to provide holistic services to patients
experiencing cognitive decline. Importantly our
AHP Dementia champion conducted culturally
safe memory assessments and provided a wraparound service for patients and their families
Integrated and Social Health Services
We strengthened our Social and Emotional
Wellbeing (SEWB) team with an expansion of
clinicians to better manage and respond to
patients with mental health conditions. Funding
was secured through WAPHA to employ an
additional counsellor to meet patient demand. A
mental health nurse and social worker
complimented our SEWB model of care.
Considerable improvements were embedded to
streamline intake processes with improved
clinical governance. The team provided care to
more than 250 patients over the year. This
remains a strategic priority for Derbarl to
continue to grow and refine the SEWB model of
care to meet the AHCWA SEWB Model. Later in
the year, we welcomed a partnership with Thrilli
to provide postvention support and assistance to
families.
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Our Environmental Health Officer provided
tremendous support for families and
individuals in their home environments with a
focus on treatment and prevention of illness
and infectious disease. Patients were provided
home treatment services, advice, advocacy and
referrals to other services.
Through NAACHO funding, a 12 month NDIS
connector position was adding to our team,
supporting eligible patients to access the NDIS
and ensuring culturally appropriate care for
patients and families.
The health promotions team was reestablished with a strong focus on promoting
the COVID-19 vaccination through yarning
sessions, community and patient engagement,
Noongar radio and social media. The team
delivered more than 20 health promotion
events to the community. The team attended
Acacia prison under a renewed partnership to
yarn with male prisoners about men's health
and how to access care on release.
Partnerships and Research
Research efforts continued with Derbarl
participating in more than ten projects across
varied disciplines. The next year will see
Derbarl improving the governance and strategy
around research to ensure alignment with our
key strategic priorities and research outcome
lead to better health and wellbeing outcomes
for our patients and community.

Richelle

Dr Richelle M Douglas
Medical Director
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HEALTH
PROMOTIONS
In the second quarter of the year, the Health
Promotions team was re-established with full
staffing. To compliment the health promotion
team, Derbarl employed a Social Media
Coordinator that reinvigorated our health
promotions postings on Facebook and attracted
new followings from members and community.
The team established relationships with other
ACCOs and health services and delivered health
and prevention promotions to the community.
Continuing our engagement and messaging to
keep our mob safe from COVID-19 remained a
priority. With the rollout of the COVID-19 vaccine
program, the team were heavily involved in
delivering a targeted communication plan. The
team set up COVID-19 awareness kiosks in our
clinics and yarning with patients, posted regular
Facebook feeds and delivered messaging on
Noongar radio. We opportunistically attended
community events to yarn with community on the
seriousness of this virus and the importance of
the vaccine to protect themselves, family and
community. Yarning combined with social media
and noongar radio provided awareness and key
messaging that was complimented by our frontline health workers and GPs.

Derbarl acknowledged national Sorry Day.
Aboriginal staff shared their personal stories
with such strength, resilience and courage. The
event provided a safe place to reflect on the
pain and suffering endured, acknowledge the
strength of Stolen Generations Survivors and
to recognise we all have a role to play in the
healing process for our people.
International Nurses Day represents an
opportunity to reflect upon the significant
contribution nurses make in all health care
settings, but particularly this year with nurses
leading both the continued fight against
COVID-19 and the recovery from the pandemic,
according to the Australian College of
Nursing (ACN). Derbarl took the opportunity of
International Nurses Day to recognize and
thank our Nurses for their valued contribution
in our model of care, and their continued
dedication to keep our patients safe against
COVID-19. This year, was particularly special
for Derbarl as we recognised and showcased
Aunty Gail Yarran’s 50th year as a front line
Nurse.

Due to COVID-19 restrictions, improvised NAIDOC
celebrations were held across all Derbarl
services. Services continued to embrace the
importance of NAIDOC with all staff participating.
Our Cultural Elders shared the history, struggle,
resilience and survival of our people on Noongar
boodja country.
East Perth staff NAIDOC lunch
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Over 80 members attended the Derbarl World
tobacco Day event. Health Promotion Officers
engaged with members on the health risk caused
from tobacco and provided advice on supports
available in Derbarl to reduce and or quit
smoking.

Aboriginal male GPs on health messaging, that
aims to develop a trusting relationship to
engage in our health services after release and
to reduce recidivism. Early indicators are
proving to be successful with nine men having
already engaged in Derbarl services on release.

To celebrate National Aboriginal & Islander
Children’s Day, a morning tea play group was
held to celebrate the strengths and culture of our
children and to engage with families on the
importance of having our children immunised
and an annual health check. A back to school
promotion was launched in January to encourage
our children and young people to have a back to
school health check. The promotion and school
back pack and supplies initiative far exceeded
expectations.

With Dementia a serious emerging health issue
for our people that are now experiencing the
disease at a rate between 3 to 5 times that of
the general population with onset at an earlier
age, awareness workshops in partnership with
our research partner were held. The event also
provided the opportunity to promote the
monthly Dementia Clinic held in the East Perth
Clinic.

To raise awareness for breast cancer awareness
month, a partnership was formed with Breast
Cancer WA to provide a dedicated clinic for
Aboriginal staff to receive screening and breast
cancer awareness. The promotion was extended
to all our women and young girls to encourage
them to have a full health check and the chance
to win a gift pampering basket

Team Derbarl Breast Cancer
Awareness Month

A MoU was established with the Acacia Men’s
Prison to engage with prisoners nearing
release at the Correctional facility on reengaging with their Aboriginal Community
Controlled Health service. The aim is to have
regular engagement with prisoners through
our male health promotions Coordinator and
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To support our Elders, remain connected with
Derbarl and social inclusivity, monthly Elders
Gatherings were held. The events grew each
month with our Elders pampered with
promotional materials, guest speakers and an
opportunity to catch up with their fellow elders
and be in the know on news in the community.
The Health promotions team were active
across the community and held stalls at
community events promoting the many
services of Derbarl and preventative health.
Concurrent with social media, Derbarl health
promotions covered:

Apology day
National Condom Day
Close the Gap Day
International Women’s Day
Mother’s Day
National Sorry Day
international Nurses Day
National Tobacco Day
Heart Week
Mabo Day
National Reconciliation Week
NAIDOC
Dental Health Week
National Aboriginal & Islander Children’s Day
Fathers Day
World No Tobacco Day
Men’s Health Week
U Ok? Day
Women’s Health Week
World Heart Day
Dementia awareness week
Breast Cancer Awareness Month
National Diabetes Week
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DERBARL HEALTH
PROMOTIONS
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TEAM DERBARL
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2020/2021
FINANCIAL REPORT
Derbarl is committed to maintaining a strong financial position to deliver high quality holistic and
integrated primary health care services to our community.
Derbarl had financial growth and expansion in service over the last year. Compared to the 2019/2020
financial year, total income increased by 10% to $18,132.276.
Our financial results for year ended 30 June 2021 recorded a surplus of $1,034,231. The considerable
surplus was attributed to additional COVID-19 related grants received, unfilled position due to
recruitment challenges, capital expenditure grants, a cyber protection insurance claim; COVID-19 Cash
flow boost payments and the cancellation of NAIDOC event.
This is the third consecutive year that Derbarl has reported a surplus position.

Statement of Comprehensive Income
Income
Grant income
Health income
Other income

$ 13,315,679
$ 4,465,789
$
350,808

Total income

$ 18,132,276

Expenses
Administration expenses
Staff expenses
Rent and other property expenses
Motor vehicle expenses
Depreciation
Other Expenses

$ 2,681,324
$ 12,866,090
$
726,914
$
106,621
$
680,190
$
36,906

Total expenses

$ 17,098,045

Surplus

$
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1,034,231

Derbarl's primary funders are the
Commonwealth Health (Indigenous
Australians' Health Program), Western
Australian Country Health Service), and
the Environmental Health Directorate.
Medicare income of $4.26M was also
generated.
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Derbarl’s expenditure was $17.1 million. Staff costs continued to be our largest expenditure area and 84%
of our funds were expanded in frontline Health Services reflecting our investment in clinical services.
Derbarl's balance sheet shows strong reserves and minimal debt. Current assets includes $7.37 million in
cash. Current liabilities include $2.05 million in employee entitlements.

Statement of Financial Position
Assets
Current assets
Non-current assets

$
$

Total income

$ 11,396,860

8,294,194
3,102,666

Derbarl's financial statement was audited by
EY with a clean audit report delivered.
No comments were made in the auditors
management letter.

Liabilities
Current liabilities
Non-current liabilities

$ 5,753,754
459,944
$

Total liabilities

$

6,213,698

Equity

$

5,183,162

We acknowledge our dedicated and
disciplined finance team for their
outstanding work in applying financial
controls and tight fiscal responsibility.
These measures ensure strong
accountabilities to our funders, board,
members and patients.

To access our full financial reports, please go
to www.dyhs.org.au/annualreport
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East Perth Clinic
156 Wittenoom Street
East Perth
Phone: (08) 9421 3888
Fax: 08 6365 4240

Maddington Clinic
Unit 1-3, 5 Binley Place
Maddington
Phone: (08) 9452 5333
Fax: 08 6255 5891

Midland Clinic
Suite 8, 6 Centennial Place
Midland
Phone: (08) 9374 1400
Fax: 08 6255 5892

Mirrabooka Clinic
14/22 Chesterfield Road
Mirrabooka
Phone: (08) 9344 0444
Fax: 08 6255 5893

COVER PAGE ART WORK -

DJINANG KADINY KOORT
SEEING UNDERSTANDING, PARTICIPATING
AND LEARNING ABOUT HEALTH.

CINDY "ILARAN" PRIOR

The artwork on the cover of our annual report is by
Cindy 'Ilaran' Prior. Ilaran’s artwork depicts the
health journey of Aboriginal people and the
important role that Derbarl Yerrigan Health Service
contribute to improving health outcomes for our
people. The four yarning circles represents the four
clinics of DYHS that provide our marmuns, yorgas
and coolangers with health care in a culturally safe
environment. The heart in the center of this piece
represents health and the hands holding the heart
signifies the care and commitment that we all have
to each other on our health journeys. The footsteps
walking towards the center and around the heart
represent that we are not alone on this journey as
we walk and participate together.

